A possible strategy of information coding employed by cortical networks involves the propagation of activity through synchronously firing groups of neurons, termed assemblies. A hallmark signature of such an assembly coding scheme is the detection of synchronous spiking in parallel recordings of neuronal activity. Experimental work (e.g., \[[@B1]\]) indirectly substantiates the assembly idea with findings of behavioral correlates of significant excess synchronous spiking activity. Recently, we demonstrated \[[@B2]\] that such excess coincident spikes, or Unitary Events \[[@B3]\], also show an exceptionally strong phase-locking to oscillations of the local field potential (LFP), a signal measured directly at the population level. A theoretical model consistently embeds this experimentally observed relationship within the assembly framework. In this context, the weak entrainment of spikes of a single neuron to the LFP is explained as a reflection of the neuron\'s participation in different assemblies across the network.

Co-varying firing rate modulations induced by LFP oscillations were instead suggested as the cause for preferred locking of excess spike coincidences to the LFP phase. In this study we investigate if this alternative hypothesis can be validated. To this end, we first identify the extremal rate changes within those UE analysis windows that are assumed to be expressions of a rate step. We then relate the magnitude of individual rate steps to the degree of rate co-variation across neurons. In a final step, we relate these two measures to phase and amplitude of the LFP. We find that the locking of significant spike synchrony does not preferentially occur with rate changes.

As an additional test we extended our previous work by replacing the parametric distribution of coincidences used for evaluating the significance of observed coincidence counts by numerically derived distributions based on surrogate data. The employed surrogate method (spike train dithering, see \[[@B4]\]) considers the statistical features (non-stationarity of rates, interspike interval distribution,\...) of the experimental spike trains, while destroying precise spike coincidences. Simulations show that this method is conservative compared to the UE analysis used in earlier work. Despite the decreased sensitivity of the surrogate based method, this additional analysis confirms our previous findings on the relationship between spike synchrony and the LFP, and demonstrates that they are not explained as a consequence of rate covariation. Taken together, these two analyses corroborate our original interpretation of LFP oscillations as a reflection of assembly dynamics.
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